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Abstract— The target of the registration process is to get the
disagreement between two captured images for the same area to
candidate the transformation matrix that is used to map the
points in one image to its congruent in the other image for the
same area. A dynamic method is demonstrated in this paper to
improve registration process of SAR images. At first, smoothing
filtering is used for noise reduction based on gaussian-kernel
filter to set aside the pursue-up amplification of noise. Then;
area based matching method, cross correlation, is used to
perform a coarse registration. The output of the coarse
registration is directly applied to the regular step gradient
descent (RSGD) optimizer as a fine registration process. The
performance of the demonstrated method was evaluated via
comparison with the common used corner detectors (Harris,
Minimum Eigenvalues, and FAST). Mean square error (MSE)
and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are the main factors for
the comparison. The results show that the demonstrated
approach preserves the robustness of the registration process and
minimizes the image noise.
Index Terms— Image fusion, image matching, image
retrieval, image processing, Object detection, stereo image
processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of the registration process is to catch the geometric
transformation matrix between the reference image and the
slave image. There are two main categories for the image
registration, one of them is the area based methods and the
other is the feature based methods. Image registration
algorithm suitable for remote sensing has to meet several
criteria : Accurate, Reliable, It should be able to handle all
the occurring displacements and gray-level variations
between the images to be registered, The registration should
be as fast as possible and ideally fully automatic [1-5]. The
combination between the approaches based on using the area
based method to remove the pixel shift between the images
and to use the feature based method to remove the sub-pixel
shift. The coarse co-registration step is the removal of the
offset in pixel level between the two SAR images.
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These two images must be taken under the same flight
conditions for the same location. One of the two images is
called the master image which is located closer to the target
of interest, while the other is called the slave image. To
calculate the offset in the coarse co-registration step, there
are three methods: (1) Using the cross-correlation function
to estimate the offset between the two images. (2) Use the
orbital data and the baseline information in the head file to
estimate the offset between the two images (3) manually
selection of the Features in each image. After coarse coregistration, there is a sub-pixel offset between the master
image and the shifted slave image .The removing of the subpixel offset between the master image and the shifted slave
image is called the fine co-registration [4, 6-9].
Feature based methods are based on the extraction of the
same features on the two images to be aligned. These
features must be stay in a fixed position through the
operation, detectable and spread in all over the two images
and distinct. The extracted features may be Points (region
corners, line intersections, points on curves with high
curvature), Lines (region boundaries, coastlines, roads,
rivers), Regions (forests, lakes, fields). Manually selection of
ground control points is the traditional method. But this
method needs persons with high experience which lead to
time consuming and a lot of laboratory work. In last 10 years
many of automatic co-registration methods are developed [4,
7, 8]. Generally, the feature detectors can be categorized
according to: principle of operation (template-based,
contour-based, and direct-based), operating scale (single,
multi, and affine invariant) [4, 8, 10]. Feature matching is
the step which establishes the correspondences between the
detected features in the master image and those in the slave
image. Various feature descriptors and similarity measures
along with spatial relationships among the features are used
for that purpose. The essential step after matching the
ground control points in the two images is how to map the
points in the slave image to its correspondence in the master
image. There are five models for this process affine, rigid,
projective, polynomial and simple translation. The main
different between these models is how to estimate the
parameters of the transformation model. The transformation
matrix should achieve the desired similarity metric to detect
the specific value of nearness or the grade of convenience
between the input images [4, 8, 11-14]. This issue can be
treated as an optimization method to investigate the optimal
parameters of the transformation model that optimize the
similarity metric function [15,
16].
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Gradient descent is a common technique, is utilized as
black-box, to achieve the process of optimization [17].
Image registration requires finding the transformation that
increases mutual information between the input images by
optimizing the fitting parameters between images. Since
estimating of the cost function is expensive, so the
traditional descent approaches depending on approximations
of gradient's finite difference are quite inactive. The reason
for this is that for each refinement, accurate estimation for
the cost function is required [15-18]. The registration
process based on the optimization method requests a predefined measurement for congruency (similarity) such that
the primary values of the transformation matrix parameters
can be found. To develop the algorithm, update the
parameters, until reaching maximum congruency value are
obtained [15, 19, 20]. For all the image registration
techniques it is not possible to use only one optimization
technique as a norm one [21-23]. For intensities images, not
all optimization techniques can be applied [15, 24, 25].
There are several algorithms of optimization can be applied,
but the commonly algorithms are regularized step-size
gradient descent, quasi-Newton, Powell-Brent, adaptive
stochastic gradient descent, downhill simplex, standard
gradient descent, evolutionary strategies, and simulated
annealing [15, 26, 27]. Finally; the algorithms of
optimization can be classified into: 1) Continuous as
conjugate gradient descent (CGD), stochastic gradient
descent (SGD), Quasi-Newton, and gradient descent (GD);
2) Discrete ones that are based on the theories of linear
programming and graph; and 3) Evolutionary methods.
Estimating the parameters describing the transformation can
be carried out directly iteratively [15-28].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
(2) describes the Gradient Descent Optimization method.
Section (3) presents the methodology of the proposed
method where the frame work is described in subsection
(3.1) and experimental Dataset, Results, and Analysis are
presented in Section (3.2). Conclusion is given in Section
(4).
II. GRADIENT DESCENT (GD) OPTIMIZATION
METHOD
In general; Gradient descent is a manner to diminish the cost
function characterized by a certain model's parameters. This
can be achieved by renewing of parameters in the reversed
side of the cost function's gradient related to these
parameters [15,16, 29]. Gradient descent approach is a way
to locate the local minimum of a certain function starting
with a primary assumption for resolution and estimating the
function's gradient at this point. Step the resolution toward
the negative direction of the gradient and repeat this process
till the convergence is occurred where the value of the
gradient is zero, w.r.t to the required local minimum [15, 17,
23, 29]. This process is crucial for local minimum
estimation. On the contrary; the target of the gradient ascent
is to find the local maximum. The step size to reach the
target (local minimal or maximal), is based on the rate of
learning. The wrong selection of the step size will affect on
the convergence and the divergence process [15, 29]. To
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reach the convergence take into consideration the inversely
relation between the step size selection and the consumed
time. This issue could be recovered using fixed or adaptive
step size. Normally the gradient descent start with fixed step
size with fixed rate then several step sizes at each restoration
is chosen in adaptive manner to reach the convergence [1517, 23, 29].
The steepest descent is one of the most famous search
descent methods, it is proposed for unconstrained
minimization problem [15, 29]. The goals of registration
process based on optimization algorithm are: 1) estimation
of measurements of dissimilarity or similarity, 2) dedicating
the primary parameters that used approximately for
registration images as initial step, and 3) updating the
parameters till developing the used algorithm taking the last
form which is the best. The registration process between
images is optimal when maximizing the measurement of
similarity or minimizing the dissimilarity measurement. The
selection of adequate similarity measurement, or
dissimilarity, is based on the characteristics of the selected
images to be registered [15-17, 29].
Primary parameters of the transformation matrix may be
described manually or in automated manner. For manually
procedures, the servant revokes one of the images over the
other to be aligned, while the automated manner does not
request the servant intrusion. The transformation matrix
parameter of the registered images is affected by the sensor
type. If the two images from the same sensors then a large
step will be considered on the other hand for different
sensors a small step is considered. This procedure will
continue until reaching the maximum similarity or minimum
of dissimilarity [15, 23, 29].
There are three forms of gradient descent differ in the used
data capacity to estimate the cost function. First; in Batch
Gradient Descent (BGD), the computations of gradient of
the cost function is carried out w.r.t. to the entire training
dataset parameters. BGD is slow and is troublesome for a
certain datasets that are not of the right shape and size.
Second; Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is used in case
of huge size of data and can be used if the workout data has
many excessive data samples. That is because SGD is closer
to the right gradient Δf(x). SGD has the advantages of being
low consuming time, achievement of small number of
refinement to get the most real solution, and it can act as
regularization in case of small batch size. On the other hand
SGD executes chronic updates with a high distinction
causing cost function to pulsate foolishly as shown in figure
1. Third; Mini-batch gradient descent (MBGD) can be
considered to be the best one where the update execution
can be carried out every mini batch of (n) numbers of
training samples. So, it decreases the distinction or the
variance of updating the parameter leading the convergence
having more stability. It utilizes a highly optimization matrix
that lead to an effective gradient function calculations [15,
17, 23,28, 29]. There are many algorithms for gradient
descent optimization each one them has its own advantages
and its drawbacks.
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These algorithms are Momentum, Nesterov accelerated
gradient (NAG), Adagrad, Adadelta, RMSprop, AdaMax,
Nadam, and AMSGrad [15, 17, 29]. There is nothing
perfect, that the gradient descent algorithms may be hopeless
in case of the enormous size of the training data. Depending
on the fact that, data amount is an important factor to
achieve the trade-off process between parameters updating
accuracy and the consumed time to carry out the update [15,
23]

the registration process.

Fig.2. Illustration Framework of co-registration process

Fig.1. Illustration of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) fluctuation

III. METHODOLOGY
The demonstrated approach for image registration is mainly
based on the regular step gradient descent algorithm
(RSGD). The computations of the step size is estimated
using bipartition method such that updating of the
transformation matrix parameters in the gradient's direction
is constrained by the rate of learning. The function's gradient
can be represented as a vector of n-components given by
[15]:
(1)
 df
df
df 

[ f n*1 ]T  
. .

dxn 
 dx1 dx2
Each point has its own gradient vector whose parameters
increase rapidly in the direction of tangential descent related
to every point. This gradient vector demonstrates steepest
ascent or descent direction according to the values of gradient
vectors. If this value is positive, it represents a steepest ascent
and the negative value represents the steepest descent [15,
25]. Implementation of RSGD optimizer requires some
procedures starting with creation of the optimizer and its
appropriate characteristics followed by creation of
characteristics of the metric object. Then starting the
modification of the optimizer's specifications to get better
fineness. Finally, performing the process of the registration
[15, 17, 25].
A. Proposed Framework
The framework of this paper is illustrated as shown in
figure 2 where a combination between area based matching
(ABM) technique, represented in correlation method, as a
coarse co-registration process and a feature based matching
(FBM) technique, represented in utilizing regular step
gradient descent optimizer; harris detector; eigenvalues
detector; and FAST detector, as a fine co-registration process.
After acquiring both master and slave images, MSE; PSNR;
and Shift between input images are estimated before starting
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Applying the correlation method as an area based matching
(ABM) technique in order to perform the coarse
co-registration, then; MSE, PSNR, and Shift between input
images are estimated. The shift between the input images will
be (0,0), but in fact; there is a sub-pixel shift between images.
This sub-pixel shift will be recovered using the fine
co-registration process which is represented, as mentioned
above, utilizing the regular step gradient descent optimizer;
harris detector; eigenvalues detector; and FAST detector.
Both master and Shifted slave images are passed into two
ways: (1) a group of different detector and (2) regular step
gradient descent (RSGD) optimizer.
W.r.t the usage of different detectors, the common used
feature detectors (Harris [30], Minimum Eigenvalues [31],
and FAST [32]) is used to evaluate the performance of the
demonstrated algorithm. Harris corner detector was
developed to recover the limitations of Moravec's detector
[33]. Shi, Tomasi [31], known as minimum eigenvalues
corner detector, was proceeded as an optimization process
depending on the concept of harris detector allowing
utilization of the eigenvalues, minimum, for differentiation
leading to control and simplify the calculations of harris.
Based on [34] Features from Accelerated Segment Test
(FAST) [32] was proposed as one scale corner detector where
anchor points are dedicated by forming a test for all image
pixels considering a circle, called bresenham circle, of
diameter of sixteen pixels around the key-point. Although
there is a similarity between both FAST and SUSAN [35]
detectors from point of operational view, FAST detectors
utilizes a narrow window size beside the actuality that not all
of pixels are examined but only somewhat of these are
investigated. Finally, FAST corner detector can be considered
to be close to local binary pattern LBP [2-14].
For the used detectors, the matched points in both images
are gathered (master and shifted slave matched points); then
these matched points are used to estimate the required
transformation matrix. The random sample consensus
(RANSAC) algorithm [36, 37] is used to filter the matched
points in both images. These matched points can be classified
as inliers and outliers where the important one is the inliers
matched points and the outliers are removed using RANSAC
algorithm as shown in figure 3 [38, 39], to precise the
accuracy of the required transformation matrix in order to get
best fine registration process
[8-14].
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The regular step gradient descent (RSGD) optimizer
performs a certain procedures based on specific steps in order
to complete the fine registration process [15, 17, 20].
After applying the fine registration process using the two
ways, also; MSE, PSNR, and Shift between input images
(master and registered) are estimated. The shift between the
images will be (0,0) accurately.

between the input images is represented in figure 7.The
estimated mean square error (MSE) and peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR) for each pair of images is depicted in figure 8.
TABLE 1
DATASET AND DETECTORS SPECIFICATIONS
Specifications
Pair No.

(1)

Image Type

(3)

(4)

Simulated

Real

Real

Real

-

ERS 1, 2

ERS 1, 2

Terra-X

0, 1

199, 6

0, 0

60, -40

1502*1148

9000*2500

3000*3000

1800*3600

Sensor
Pixel Shift
Size

(2)

TABLE 2
SPECIFICATIONS OF USED DETECTORS AND OPTIMIZER
Specifications
Pair No.
Detectors
Threshol
d

Harris
Eigenvalue
s
FAST

-1
1.00E-0
8
1.00E-0
6
5

RSGD

Magnitude
Tolerance

1.00E-0
6

1.00E-0
6

1.00E-0
6

10

Optimize
r

Min. Step
Length

1.00E-0
5

1.00E-0
5

1.00E-0
5

100

Max. Step
Length

4.00E-0
4

4.00E-0
4

4.00E-0
4

400

Max.
Iterations

300

300

300

500

Relaxation
Factor

5.00E-0
2

5.00E-0
2

5.00E-0
2

5.00E
-02

-3
1.00E-0
6
1.00E-0
6
100

-4
1.00E
-06
1.00E
-06
500

TABLE 3
RESULTS OF IMAGE PAIRS NO. 1 (SIMULATED)

Fig. 3. Description of RANSAC Concept

B. Experimental Dataset, Results, and Analysis
The working on dataset contains 4 pairs of SAR images
where one pair is simulated and the other three pairs are
real images, captured using different sensors and have
different sizes and different pixel shift as shown in Table 1.
Each used detector (harris; minimum eigenvalues; and FAST
feature detectors) has its own specifications w.r.t the used
pair of image while keeping the characteristics of the regular
step gradient descent optimizer unchanged for almost pairs
of images, as shown in Table 2. For evaluating the
performance of the demonstrated method, harris; minimum
eigenvalues; and FAST feature detectors will be used. Cross
correlation peak is represented for all the steps before,
during, and after the co-registration process. W.r.t. the image
Pair number 1(Simulated), the experimental results are
shown in Tables 3 and the cross correlation peak between
the input images is represented in figure 4. Harris and FAST
corner detectors fail to extract corners. W.r.t. the image Pair
number 2 (Las Vegas, USA), the experimental results are
shown in Tables 4 and the cross correlation peak between
the input images is represented in figure 5. W.r.t. the image
Pair number 3 (Part of China), the experimental results are
shown in Tables 5 and the cross correlation peak between
the input images is represented in figure 6. W.r.t. the image
Pair number 4 (Aswan Dam, Egypt), the experimental results
are shown in Tables 6 and the cross correlation peak
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-2
1.00E-0
6
1.00E-0
6
1200
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Parameters

Harris

Pair No. (1)
Eigen
FAST
value

Shift Peak
Position

Before

0, 1

MSE

1.815

PSNR

45.541

Shift Peak
Position

ABM

0, 0

MSE

1.124

PSNR

47.622

Maximum
Corners

FMB

RSGD

5000

-

Mat Pts

-

-

Shift Peak
Position

-

-

0,0

0,0

MSE

-

-

1.124

1.117

PSNR

-

-

47.623

*47.650

* is best one
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TABLE 4
RESULTS OF IMAGE PAIRS NO. 2 (REAL)
Parameters
Shift Peak
Position
Before

ABM

Pair No. (2)
Eigen
value

FAST

RSGD

199, 6

MSE

1.847

PSNR
Shift Peak
Position

88.348

1.316

PSNR
Maximum
Corners

89.818
5000

AFTER APPLYING ABM

REGULAR STEP GRADIENT
DESCENT OPTIMIZER

EIGENVALUES DETECTOR

-

Mat Pts

46

9

51

-

Shift Peak
Position

0, 0

0, 0

0, 0

0, 0

1.3159

1.3163

1.3161

PSNR

BEFORE CO-REGISTRATION
0, 0

MSE

MSE
FMB

Harris

89.819

89.815

89.813

1.266
*

89.837

* is best one

Fig. 4. Cross correlation Peak of Simulated Image: 1) before
registration, 2) after applying ABM, and 3) after applying FBM using
a) regular step gradient descent optimizer; b) eigenvalues detector

TABLE 5
RESULTS OF IMAGE PAIRS NO. 3 (REAL)

Parameters
Shift Peak
Position

Before

ABM

FMB

Harris

Pair No. (3)
Eigen
FAST
value

RSGD

0, 0

MSE

1.446

PSNR
Shift Peak
Position

46.53

MSE

1.446

PSNR
Maximu
m Corners

46.53

Regular step gradient descent
optimizer

Harris detector

0, 0

5000

-

Mat Pts

156

393

156

-

Shift Peak
Position

0, 0

0, 0

0, 0

0, 0

MSE

1.446

1.447

1.446

1.448

PSNR

46.78

*47.376

46.559

46.523

Eigenvalues detector
FAST detector
Fig. 5. Las Vegas): 1 After applying FBM using a) regular step gradient
descent optimizer; b) harris detector, c) eigenvalues detector, and d)
FAST detector

* is best one
TABLE 6
RESULTS OF IMAGE PAIRS NO. 3 (REAL)

Regular step gradient
descent optimizer

Harris detector

Eigenvalues detector

FAST detector

Fig. 6. Part of China): 1After applying FBM using a) regular step
gradient descent optimizer; b) harris detector, c) eigenvalues detector,
and d) FAST detector
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IV. CONCLUSION

Regular step gradient
descent optimizer

Harris detector

Eigenvalues detector

FAST detector

The exhibited dataset permits to conduct two forms of
experiments on SAR images: (1) simulated and real with
approximately no pixel shift and (2) real with somewhat
large pixel shift. The paper demonstrates a dynamic method
to improve the registration process of SAR images. A
combination between area based matching (ABM)
technique, represented in correlation method acting as a
coarse co-registration process and utilizing regular step
gradient descent (RSGD) optimizer to act as fine coregistration step. Applying on 4 pairs of SAR images
acquired from different sensors with different sizes and
different pixel shift shows that the demonstrated method
gives a reasonable results, if not better, compared to the
commonly used feature detectors (Harris, Minimum
Eigenvalues, and FAST).

Fig. 7. Aswan Dam, Egypt): 1 Part of China): 1After applying FBM
using a) regular step gradient descent optimizer; b) harris detector, c)
eigenvalues detector, and d) FAST detector
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